
Online Dating Guide: Top 10 Rules To Create
Great Internet Dating Profile Photos
Are you ready to enter the world of online dating? The first impression you make
on potential matches is crucial, and it all starts with your profile photos. In this
comprehensive guide, we will share the top 10 rules to help you create great
internet dating profile photos that will attract attention, increase your chances of
finding the right match, and make your online dating experience a success.

1. Showcase Your Personality

When choosing your profile photos, remember to convey your unique personality.
Avoid generic or overly posed shots. Instead, opt for images that capture your
hobbies, interests, or passions. Are you an avid hiker? Include a photo of you
conquering a mountain peak.

2. Optimize Lighting and Composition

Good lighting and proper composition can transform an average photo into an
eye-catching one. Natural lighting works best, so try to take your pictures
outdoors during the day. Experiment with different angles and compositions to
find the most flattering one.
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3. Dress to Impress

Your attire plays a significant role in how others perceive you. Dress appropriately
for the type of relationship you're seeking. Whether it's casual, professional, or
formal, make sure your outfit reflects your intentions.

4. Smile and Make Eye Contact

A genuine smile and direct eye contact go a long way in establishing trust and
likeability. Avoid fake smiles or distant gazes. Be yourself and let your warmth
shine through in your profile photos.

5. Include a Variety of Photos

To give a complete picture of yourself, include a variety of photos. Show different
aspects of your life, such as hobbies, travel, social activities, or professional
endeavors. This will make your profile more interesting and relatable.

6. Avoid Group Shots

While it's fun to share moments with friends, avoid group shots as your main
profile photo. Potential matches may find it confusing to identify you. Group
photos are better suited for secondary images to give insight into your social life.

7. Use High-Quality Images

Blurry or pixelated photos can diminish the overall quality of your profile. Use a
high-resolution camera or smartphone to capture sharp and clear images. Pay
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attention to details like image resolution, focus, and image size before uploading.

8. Keep it Recent

Avoid using outdated photos that no longer represent your current appearance.
Choose images taken within the last year to ensure you present an accurate
representation of yourself.

9. Be Authentic

Trust and honesty are crucial in online dating. Be yourself and avoid altering your
appearance using excessive filters or Photoshop. Potential matches should get a
genuine sense of who you are through your profile photos.

10. Get Feedback

Before finalizing your profile photos, seek feedback from friends or family. They
can provide valuable insights and help you choose the most appealing pictures.
Different perspectives can offer a fresh and objective take on your photos.

Creating great internet dating profile photos is an important step towards finding
your ideal match. By following these top 10 rules, you can create a compelling
and authentic profile that will make an exceptional first impression. Remember,
your photos are your visual , so make them count!
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If you're a midlife single over 35, 40, or 50+, by now you've encountered the
Tinder Effect: the all importance of your primary dating profile photograph!

With Online Dating sites and apps going mainstream, millions of relationship
seeking singles are looking for love online and via the singles apps. Your dating
profile photos have always mattered. But now with the Tinder Effect, your primary
profile photo can literally make or break your chances of finding love and
attracting a great LTR long term relationship, potential dates, and possible life
partner, possibly a husband or wife.

Too many singles are failing miserably with the photos they’re posting and having
a terrible time at online dating, resulting in saying, “Online dating just isn’t working
for me!” Learn from DatingAdvice.com’s award winning midlife dating expert and
columnist, April Braswell, about how to stand out online amid that sea of
sameness with great dating profile photos and enjoy better results and more
dates with quality singles.

•Discover what photographs you absolutely must include.
•Uncover the secrets to getting a swipe right and avoid the dreaded swipe left
with better internet dating profile photographs.
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•Learn how you might inadvertently be turning off the opposite sex with the
pictures you’re including.
•Learn what NOT to include in your photos.
•Learn what to do with your photos and profile to earn the trust of Potential Dates
so they don’t mistake you for catfishing, keeping things safe and secure!
•Discover what to do when you’re actually extremely good looking so you attract
the right kind of attention.
•Discover how to manage portraying your figure, your physique to get date-worthy
interest and not just requests for a hook up!
•Learn why to establish multiple email addresses to retain safety and security with
smart phone software applications and personal privacy in the digital dating age.

Plus 5 Bonus Online Dating Quick Tips to guide you to that great First Date that
just might lead to love!

April bring her over 20 years of professional Sales and Marketing expertise to the
world of online dating, helping singles to manage their image, their activities, and
their communication to build each other up and navigate the path to finding and
creating life-long love. Widowed herself fairly young, she has now done this twice,
studies the academic studies on what actually works in the psychology of social
behavior, combines that with her professional expertise, and bring what works
and what doesn’t to thousands of singles.
Grab all the gifts and resources that go along with the ebook included in the
beginning of the ebook to help you implement her sage advice. It works! Clients
attest to fun and surprising results when they implemented these changes. You
can, too!
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